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Scientific Method
In class today, you learned that scientific problem solving is really a process that you
use all the time; scientists are just more systematic about it.

The need for an experiment is usually suggested by some problem, some observation that you do not
know how to explain.
We always start by making a hypothesis, a guess as to what the explanation might be.
Next, we devise some experiment that will have some specific result only if our hypothesis is correct.
Once we have performed the experiment, we compare the actual result to the result predicted by our
hypothesis. If they do not agree, we either revise our hypothesis, or come up with an entirely new one
and repeat the whole process.

Assignment: In two or three paragraphs, tell me a story in which someone uses scientific reasoning to solve
a problem, testing at least two hypotheses. It doesn't have to be a true story, and the protagonist can be
whoever you want, so be creative. If you're stuck for ideas, maybe you could write about someone in your
favorite television show, or it might catch your imagination to think of a main character who is an animal
other than a human.

This will be turned in on Monday and graded as a pop quiz grade. The grade will be based on whether I can
see the steps of scientific problem solving happening in the story. You do not have to state explicitly
where they are happening; just tell the story naturally (it doesn't need to say things like, "Then she made a
hypothesis that maybe the skunk would go away if she made enough noise. The experiment she devised to
test this..."). The story can be longer than three paragraphs if the creative process demands it, but length
won't affect your grade.


